International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping dolphins since it was founded by
Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978.

Friends of IDW
NEWSLETTER
OCTOBER 2009
I N TERN ATI ON AL D OLPH I N W ATCH ( I D W )
I S A GLOBAL FAM I LY OF D OLPH I N LOVERS
HELPING DOLPHINS AND PEOPLE
In the past, members communicated via the printed journal DOLPHIN.
Now information on the many activities of IDW including: conservation, dolphin
watching, books, conferences, dolphin shop etc. is disseminated much faster and
more efficiently via electronic Newsletters that can be downloaded with the click of a
mouse. Please feel free to pass this Newsletter on to others. If they would like to be
notified when a new Newsletter is issued, plus information on its contents, contact:
Kris email mailto:idw@talk21.com
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IDW HELPS DOLPHIN AND PEOPLE
I D W , V e r t igo Film s a n d TH E COVE com in g t oge t h e r t o
eradicate the atrocities occurring in Japan
VERTIGO FILMS PRESENTS
THE COVE
A Jim Clark Film
An Oceanic Preservation Society Production
In the 1960 s, Richard O Barry was the world s leading authority on dolphin training, working on
the set of the popular television program Flipper. Day in and day out, O Barry kept the dolphins
working and television audiences smiling. But one day, that all came to a tragic end. THE COVE,
directed by Louie Psihoyos, tells the amazing true story of how Psihoyos, O Barry and an elite team
of activists, filmmakers and freedivers embarked on a covert mission to penetrate a hidden cove in
Japan, shining light on a dark and deadly secret. The mysteries they uncovered were only the tip of
the iceberg.

Directed by Louie Psihoyos
Produced by Paula DuPré Pesmen, Fisher Stevens
Written by Mark Monroe
Co-Producer Olivia Ahnemann
Executive Producer Jim Clark
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Ve r t igo Film s sh ow in g TH E COVE in loca t ion s a r ou n d t h e UK
Release date: 23rd October 2009
Rating:

12A

Running time: 91 minutes

Showing at:
Curzon - Soho
Odeon - Covent Garden (to be confirmed)
Screen on the Green
Vue - Islington
Barbican - Cinema
Odeon - Swiss Cottage (to be confirmed)
Trycicle - Kilburn
Odeon - Camden. (to be confirmed)
Coronet - Notting Hill
Vue - Shepherd s Bush
Curzon - Richmond (to be confirmed)
Odeon Wimbledon
Ritzy - Brixton
Picturehouse - Grenwich
Rich Mix - Bethnal Green
Duke of York - Brighton
Harbourlights - Southampton
Watershed - Bristol
Little Theatre - Bath
Phoenix - Oxford
FACT - Liverpool

Showroom - Sheffield
Tyneside - Newcastle
Glasgow Film Theatre
Cameo - Edinburgh
Belmont - Aberdeen
Lighthouse - Dublin
Later Releases:
20th Oct
Picturehouse - Exeter
th
10 Nov
Picturehouse - York
6th Nov
Queens - Belfast
th
13 Nov
Queens - Cardiff,
23rd Nov
Quad Derby (tbc)
29th Nov
Phoenix - East Finchley
th
4 Dec
Phoenix - Leicester
6th Nov
Cambridge Arts Picturehouse
th
6 Nov
Broadway - Nottingham
6th Nov
Cornerhouse - Manchester

For further information visit http://www.vertigofilms.com/home

TO SEE A SHORT TRAILER CLICK HERE:

http://www.thecovemovieuk.com/trailer/windowsmedia/t
railer_56K.wmv
Toge t h e r w e ca n st op Ja pa n s dolph in k ille r s!
For some ideas on how you can help:
Campaign Whale: http://www.campaign-whale.org/
Help on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=7034936845
IFAW: http://www.stopwhaling.co.uk/
WDCS http://www.wdcs.org/stop/killing_trade/
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The Carnage Continues

Friends of IDW spread the word

Dear Friends of IDW
I've recently returned from a 3 months
trip to West-Africa. When in Ghana, I
have come very close to the local
people in some of the villages and
earned their trust. This led to a visit to
a 'secret beach', where the fishermen
bring in the 'good catch'. I was
terrorized to find out numerous
dolphins, sharks, sea-turtles and stingrays laying dead on the beach. After
inquiring deeply into the matter, the
locals revealed the fishermen
specifically and intentionally target
these animals. After staying in the area
for a few days, I was even more
shocked to learn this is happening on a
daily basis, in the dozens. I'm not
aware of the Ghanaian law, but the
fishermen and the locals know it is not
allowed, nor is it moral, but persist
nonetheless.
I know this might appear as a small
scale, isolated incident and that similar
travesties and crimes are happening all
over the world, but this is apparently
happening all across the coast line. I
could not simply let this pass without
doing anything.
Please - if you could advise me of any
organizations who can possibly take
this matter further, report or have any
use for this information - I would be
most grateful?
I have added few pictures I managed
to take despite the people's resistance,
this is the tip of a long bloody row of
dead animals.
Much obliged.
Tom Levin
Mailto:shimagru@gmail.com
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Operation Sunshine Family Therapy Programmes
Registered Charity 1121315.
www.operationsunshine.org

Founder
Patron

Jackie Connell

Dr. Horace Dobbs

Operation Sunshine Family Therapy Programmes is an International Charity,
registered in the UK in 2007, to bring joy and healing to special needs families
Internationally with physical and emotional disabilities. The emphasis on all
Operation Sunshine Family Therapy Programmes is to offer respite, relaxation and
support for the whole family and to fulfil a dream of swimming with dolphins in
their natural environment.
A new programme being planned will also include Equestrian Therapy in South
Florida as well as our usual retreat in Bimini. Other activities include, art, music,
yoga, water therapy/ watsu, snorkelling and beach activities.
The Programme benefits special needs families that include those with
developmental disabilities, neuro-motor impairments and communication
challenges.
How does it help?
This programme helps to educate and appreciate marine conservation.
It takes special needs families away from their everyday existence and
gives them the trip of a lifetime. This renews hope, strength and courage,
restoring a broken faith in humanity and life.
It gives the parents respite in a supportive and caring environment
It enables the whole family to benefit from the activities on the programme
to relax the body, relieve tensions, release of emotions, frustration, loss,
fear and anger.
The programme stimulates the mind, aids concentration and increases
learning ability.
The programme increases confidence and self-esteem
Participants learn new skills and take with them an enhanced feeling of
well-being that will benefit beyond the programme.

THIS CHARITY IS LOOKING FOR SPONSORS CLICK
HERE FOR INFORMATION
http://www.operationsunshine.org/html/fundraising.html
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Ruth Corner (1957- 2009)

Many people have been touched by the September issue of Friends of IDW Newsletter, where we
featured an obituary for a very special friend of IDW entitled The celebration of a remarkable
life . This letter was received by Horace from Ruth s brother:
Dear Horace
It has taken me too long to write to you, and this is accentuated by the number of very warm
remarks I am receiving with regard to your tribute to her. Thank you very much for
spending time and effort on this, thanks also to Jackie and the others involved in the
publication. Today I had a card from Findhorn saying:
"I've forwarded Horace Dobbs' article to quite a few friends who have loved it - some
moved to tears - a lovely tribute to Ruth and all she tried to do."
And again a few days ago:
"I am stunned by Ruth's art work, I never knew...Horace's words are magnificent, bless
him...
Sometimes we know things, but they really need to be put into words, or deeds.
Although I was far from Ruth in those days and we did not meet often, I feel it must surely
be thanks largely to yourself and IDW that she found a mission in life.
The article is all the more important that many of Ruth's friends and family had little idea of
the different aspects of her life, and you have presented many of them very nicely.
Regards
Robert Corner

Note from the Editor

Jackie Connell

Over the years, I often received Emails from Ruth and when I was putting
the obituary together for the Newsletter, I felt very close to Ruth - almost as
if she was looking over my shoulder guiding me on how to put Horace s
words and photos together. I am delighted it has helped family and friends.
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Dilo the Dolphin by Horace Dobbs continues to bring joy
Dear Horace

You can t imagine the pleasure that you have given my 6-year-old
daughter, Holly and I. Since we tucked up each morning in bed for
another two pages of Dilo during the August holidays, Dilo, the twins
and the lighthouse keeper have become part of our daily conservation.
Since she cried when we finished the last page, I ve had to make up
subsequent adventures for the twins. We visited Hook Lighthouse
nearby recently where we were lucky enough to have the tour given by
one of the retired lightkeepers. He didn t get to say a lot! Holly regaled
him and the bemused tourists with news of her lighthouse keeper and
Dilo.
Once I m back teaching, my reading time for Holly is disgraceful, I m
afraid, but I have promised her we ll head to town next free day and go
on another Dilo book hunt.
Thank you for sharing your wonderful dolphin stories with us.
Love Anita Fennelly

For information on Dilo and the series of books
by Horace Dobbs visit:
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dilo.html
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EDUCATION
Notes from The Cove
Dolphins, part of the cetacean branch, are mammals that began developing about 55 million
years ago. Homo sapiens began a few million years ago. There are 32 species of ocean
dolphins and 4 of river dolphins. The Yangtze River dolphin was declared extinct by the
IWC in 2008 due to pollution and boat strikes. Many more dolphin species are expected to
follow due to being caught up in fishing nets, boats strikes and pollution.
A bottlenose dolphin can dive to about 330 feet on one breath of air; OPS world champion
free-diver Mandy-Rae Cruickshank can to dive to 88 meters or about 289 feet. With a long
breath-up Mandy can hold her breath for about 6 ½ minutes - about as long as the maximum
a bottlenose can do on a normal dive. Dolphin blood has more hemoglobin, which allows
them to store about 10 times more oxygen than their average land mammal counterparts.
Dolphins are the most social creatures on the planet; often both male and females stay in the
same pod for life. Orcas, the largest of the dolphin family, stay with their mother for life. If
the matriarch of the pod is killed or captured, much of the knowledge of the pod is not
passed on to the survivors. The Taiji dolphin hunters routinely slaughter every dolphin they
can get their hands on, even mothers and their calf, a practice that is supposed to be
banned. Caught on video but not put in the film, dolphin hunters are overheard discussing
with each other how they had just killed a mother and calf, but expressed relief that they
were not reprimanded by the union officials who had witnessed the illegal kill.
Dolphins generally have a much larger brain than humans. The average bottlenose dolphin
brain is about 1500-1700 cc s (0.9% of body weight) and the average human brain is about
1300 1400 cc s. (2.0% of body weight), however there seems to be very little correlation
between brain size and intelligence. The tree shrew, with a brain size of 3% of its body
weight, is the mammal with the largest brain size as a percentage of body mass. More
telling perhaps is that the convolutions, or folds of the brain with grey matter, are much
greater in dolphins which give them more surface area for neurons. The largest known brain
in the universe the brain of the Sperm Whale - is eight times larger than a human brain. A
human s brain size is between the whale and the cow.
Dolphins are the only known wild animals that will come to the rescue of a human being.
The Cove, David Rastovich, probably the best-known free surfer in the world, tells how he
was rescued from a shark attack by a bottlenose dolphin. On a dive trip to Rangiroa in
Polynesia, a pod of resident dolphins playing in the deep blue around director Louie
Psihoyos left suddenly to attack and push away an approaching large great hammerhead
shark.
Some Scientists think that part of the larger cetacean brain function is so they can process
sonar. Sonar is the primary sense of dolphins. The best sonar man has, is a toy compared to
that of the dolphins. Dolphins can use their sonar to see your heart beating or to tell if you
are pregnant. A dolphin pod approached the OPS team diving at the Great Barrier Reef,
ignored us and locked in one of our female friends who was pregnant. A human fetus until
the last few months of development in a women s womb looks remarkably like a dolphin
fetus. Dolphins can distinguish, from large distances, the different metals coins are made
from.
Dolphins can hear and communicate in a far larger range than humans can. Dolphin hearing
ranges from about 75 hertz to over 150 kilohertz but most humans can only hear a much
smaller spectrum of sound, from about 20 Hertz to 20 kilohertz. A dolphin can use both
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clicks and whistles to communicate in the same breath. Clicks are thought to be used
primarily for echolocation and whistles for communication. A dolphin can click a thousand
times a second and some people think they can use their clicks to stun potential prey.
Dolphins can understand about 90 commands of American Sign Language but humans do
not yet understand one word of dolphin language.
Navy testing from next generation sonic devices has been known to cause damage to the
brains of cetaceans miles away from test areas. Even at 100 miles away, whales and
dolphins can hear the sound at 140 decibels, like standing next to an F-15 fighter jet taking
off. Whole dolphin and whale pods are frequently found washed up on the shore near navy
sonar test sites around the world.
There are two general types of cetaceans, baleen whales and toothed whales. Baleen whales
have long flexible rows of a keratin structure on their upper jaw (the same material as hair or
fingernails) that allows them to strain food, like krill, from great amounts of water. The
Blue Whale is a baleen whale and the largest animal to ever evolve on earth. It can grow
over 100 feet and over 100 tons. Some large whales, like the sperm whales, have teeth. All
members of the dolphin family have teeth because they have evolved to consume larger
species of fish. Because dolphins live on a food source higher up the food pyramid their
meat is much more toxic.
Blue Whales and Fin Whales rely on reciprocal altruism to survive. That means that each
individual looks out for the good of the group for survival. A whale s principal source of
protein in the Antarctic is krill. Huge blooms of the shrimp-like animal occur at different
regions of the Antarctic every year. The Fins and Blues, normally much more solitary
whales, will fan out and search for the blooms. Once found, they will use their loud voices
to alert the others of the discovered food source. In deep ocean channels, a Blue Whale can
communicate with whales literally around the world. A Blue Whale is the loudest animal on
earth, making sounds from 155-188 decibels. Fin Whales can alert others from hundreds of
miles away and that way they can save each other from starvation or extinction.
Pollutants like PCB s, mercury, cadmium and lead are being dumped into the environment
at extraordinary rates. A United Nations study in 2003 states that through the burning of
fossil fuels, like coal and cement plants, mercury is rising in the environment at the rate of
1.5 3% per year, or about 3-5 times since the industrial age. There is a new coal plant
slated to open in China at the rate of one a week for the next 20 years. 20 of the most
polluted cities in the world are now in China, but dirty energy is now a global problem.
Mercury is the most toxic non-radioactive element in the world and it is released when coal
is burned. There is no such thing as clean coal. Mercury falls to the ground and is
distributed to streams, rivers, lakes and oceans where it is consumed by bacteria and
becomes methyl-mercury, an organic form that is then easily absorbed by plankton and
zooplankton. Mercury is an immortal element; there is no way to get rid of it once it is
released in the environment. Once heavy metals and POP s (persistent organic pollutants
like PCB s or pesticides) are digested they are very difficult to get rid of and they bioaccumulate in all organisms. As a general rule, every step up on the food chain these toxins
are found, they are magnified about 10 times. The result is that at the top of the food chain,
apex ocean predators such as dolphins and swordfish have about a million times more
pollutants in them than the water surrounding them. When you consume a pound of
swordfish you are consuming the equivalent of a million pounds of floating plankton
absorbing toxins. Mercury has a half-life in the human body of about 70-90 days but while
it is in the human brain it is destroying neurons vital for sensory perception, memory and
motor skills. Advanced stages of mercury poisoning in humans look remarkably similar to
mental retardation, cerebral palsy or dementia in adults.
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Some towns around Minamata had populations where 30% of the children were thought to
have either cerebral palsy or mental retardation. The real culprit was found to be mercury
poisoning from a nearby plastics plant that was dumping mercury waste into the water
system. The Japanese government conspired with the company Chisso to cover-up the
source for nearly 12 years.
Much of the dolphin meat sold around Japan is actually mislabeled or sold as counterfeit
whale meat from larger a whale, which sells for far more money than dolphin meat.
Hundreds of samples of dolphin meat tested from around Japan have all been shown to be
toxic and far exceeds their own ministry of health recommendations. Some internal organ
meat for sale at the Okura markets near Taiji was analyzed to have 5000 times more
mercury than the health advisory of 0.4 ppm. The oceans around industrialized countries
such as China, Japan and the United States is some of the most polluted in the world and the
dolphins residing in those waters are some of the most toxic in the world. For instance, if
fish has more than 2 ppm (parts per million) of PCB s, the EPA requires that it not be fit for
human consumption. Bottlenose dolphins off the East Coast of the United States can have
up to 6800 ppm and if one washed up on the shores it would be eligible for clean-up as a
super-fund site.
Besides counterfeit whale meat from dolphins, DNA scientist Scott Baker also found
samples of illegally caught Fin Whales and other endangered whales from a large sample
test of over the counter sales of whale meat from all around Japan. One fear was that meat
from Scientific Whaling might be used as a cover for an illegal whaling operation. One
particular grievous sample he analyzed was from female North Pacific Right Whales of
which fewer than 40 are known to exist.
Studies have shown that dolphins too are affected by mercury poisoning. Many dolphins
washed ashore have been shown to have etched out grey matter from mercury poisoning.
Humpback whales have the longest song in the animal kingdom - as long as 30 minutes and
they can continuously loop them for hours at a time. Roger Payne describes their haunting
ethereal voices as A River of Sound. It is only the males of the humpback species that
sing and it may be to ultimately attract females, but the only known listeners are other
males.

Picture by Jackie Connell
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Dr. Horace Dobbs inspires children
e ve r yon e ca n w r it e a book

SWANLAND PRIMARY SCHOOL
will be visited by

local best selling author and film maker
DR HORACE DOBBS

Tuesday 20th October
Horace will give four interactive talks he calls Playshops

How to write a Book
In his playshops Horace will tell how a chance meeting with
a friendly wild dolphin led him to write 6 books for children about
a make believe dolphin he named

Horace will then tell his audience how
everyone can write a book
Before Horace arrives everyone will have a chance to see a clip
from a film Horace made with the BBC which includes a sequence
of a nine year old girl s encounter with a friendly wild dolphin off
the coast of Cornwall
If you would like to read about Dilo before Horace gives his
playshops arrangements have been made for his Dilo books to be
purchased from International Dolphin Watch (IDW).
To find out more about Horace and IDW visit:
http://www.idw.org/
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Dilo and the Isle of the Gods Serialisation: CHAPTER 7
(Continued from previous Newsletter)

:

7. Songs of the deep
THE SOUNDS WERE FAR AWAY.
Dilo raced towards them. As he got closer the
sounds became louder and louder. These were
not the sounds of the Isle of the Gods. They were
the songs of humpback whales.
Dilo stopped swimming and listened. He
absorbed the songs and felt as if every space in
his body was being filled with a joyful power.
Then, quite suddenly, the sounds changed.

was a net. Dilo was not frightened by the bubbles.
He swam into the bubble net with the fish.
Beneath Dilo, the second whale was rushing
upwards. Its huge mouth was open wide. It was
moving faster and faster.
Are you mad? screamed Rema.
The dolphin didn t hear. He was too excited.
Suddenly Dilo could feel himself being pushed
upwards by the water in front of the speeding
whale. The dolphin was surrounded by a mass of
writhing fish. There was mayhem all around him.
Dilo heard an anguished cry. It was Rema.
I don t want to die. I don t want to be eaten by
a whale.

Dilo scanned the sea with his sonar. There were
two whales. One whale had stopped singing. The
other started to make a completely new noise.
Dilo decided to investigate.
One of the humpbacks was blowing out and
swimming slowly upwards in a spiral. Rising
above the whale was a circular curtain of
bubbles. There were lots of fish inside the
curtain. The fish did not swim away. They
huddled together in a ball. The fish were trapped
by the bubble curtain as if it

Page 36

Page 37

Page 27
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Don t do this.
But it was too late. Dilo and the whale exploded
out of the surface. At the very last moment, just
as the jaws snapped shut, Dilo jumped clear.
With closed mouth the whale s head soared
upwards, surrounded by a seething mass of fish
and foam. For a moment the humpback towered
beside the dolphin.
That s awesome, cried Dilo excitedly to his
passenger.
No it isn t, shrieked Rema. It s terrifying.
I thought you said you wanted an adventure,
said Dilo triumphantly.
I don t anymore, replied Rema tremulously as
the whale sank, tail first, back into the sea. I m
getting off on the next turtle we meet.
The whale that had taken a mouthful of fish was
submerging slowly. But Rema s troubles
weren t over yet. From far below, the second
whale, that had been making the bubble net, was
rushing upwards. The behemoth s body rose into
the air beside Dilo and his terrified companion.
The whale arched over and fell backwards into
the sea with a thunderous crash. Then all was
strangely quiet. The two
Page 38

Page 39

whales came together and stayed still on the surface.
Dilo swam slowly along one whale s immense body. When he reached
the humpback s eye, Dilo stopped. He hovered, looking in. It was an
experience the dolphin would never forget. Nothing else existed except
that extraordinary eye. He felt he was peering into a deep, dark pool. Dilo
sensed immense compassion and love.
Then the moment passed.
Like a train setting off on a journey, the humpback moved slowly
forwards. It dipped its head. Its body glided past Dilo. As the whale
descended, its immense tail rose into the air. A curtain of water fell from
the curved flukes before it slid silently downwards into the depths. The
second whale followed.
The whales did not appear to be swimming hard, but they were moving
fast. Soon they were far below. As they disappeared the sea was once
again filled with sound. The whales were singing - Dilo remembered his
mother had told him about the songs of the humpback whale.
They tell of the past. They tell of their families. They tell of the
adventures they have on their epic journeys.
Page 40
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They are the storytellers of the oceans, Dilo told
Rema.
But Rema wasn t listening. She was too
frightened.
I am sure they knew exactly where we were when
they were feeding, said Dilo sensing Rema s fear.
They knew we wouldn t come to any harm. They
are as powerful as life itself. Yet they were so
gentle. I shall never forget the look in that whale s
eye.
The whales were deep down - far deeper than Dilo
could go.
Their songs were becoming fainter.
I didn t expect to meet whales, said Dilo as the
songs of the humpbacks faded slowly away.
Sometimes it s the unexpected adventures that
are the most exciting.
Rema was slowly recovering from her shock.
I wonder if they are singing about us? she asked.

Page 42

Page 41

CHAPTER 8 will be in the next issue of
the Friends of IDW Newsletter. An
electronic copy of the complete book can
be downloaded from
http://www.lulu.com/content/2713995
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NEWS
Eco- trawlers reap rich reward, but fish stocks are still in
doubt
The Times, 30th Sept 09

Eating fish a dilimma
for dolphin lovers
We are continuously told how
beneficial it is to eat fish. Yet
every fish removed from the
sea is one less for dolphins to
feed on. As the world
population increases the
demand for fish will get ever
higher. The conservation of
fish stocks in vital. But does
the MSC s blue badge of
approval lead to a false sense
of security regarding
sustainable fish stocks? Let s
have your thoughts and
views?
mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com
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Humans are changing the Ganges
Animals suffer but mankind will pay too says Jagnish, 80 year old who sells
sandalwood paste.
The Times 30th September 09
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Magic in the Turks and Caicos
By Horace Dobbs
When I opened the Sunday Times Magazine on 4th October 2009, I exclaimed "Wow" out loud.
Facing me was a full page picture taken from underneath a Humpback whale leaping out of a sunlit
sea.
"How on earth do you get a picture like that I immediately asked myself?"
I quickly turned over the page and saw an equally stunning picture spread over two full pages. I
read the first few lines of the caption which revealed that the photographs were taken by Kate
Westerway in the Turks and Caicos Islands. I didn t read any further.
I immediately recalled the wonderful experiences I had off the island of Provodenciales in the Turks
and Caicos with a friendly wild dolphin named JoJo whose story I told in my book Journey into
Dolphin Dreamtime (published by Jonathan Cape).
I got out the box of photos I took showing JoJo with Dean Burnall - a free diver with whom the
dolphin had established an exceptionally close relationship. The trust between Dean and JoJo was
so strong that the dolphin, who could have killed Dean in an instant with a blow from his beak,
allowed his human friend to put his hand in his mouth. When I looked at my photograph of Dean
with his finger in Jojo's mouth I twigged on how Jane Westerway got her amazing picture. If you
would like to find out how she did it see the next Friends of IDW Newsletter due out in November.
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Dolphin- watchers warned after deadly attack
Times 29th September 09
Conservationists have warned people not to swim with a pod of dolphins spotted off the Devon
coast after a porpoise was killed by a bottlenose dolphin.
Lindy Hingley, who leads Brixham Sea Watch, an organisation that monitors dolphin, porpoise and
whale numbers, said: I don t want to scare people, because dolphins are so wonderful to watch, but
they should be treated with the respect such a large, powerful animal deserves.
An examination of the porpoise, which was washed up at Brixham this month showed that it had
been killed by a huge, powerful blow .

Dr. Horace Dobbs reports:
This brief article raises a number of issues. It does not mention if anyone saw the dolphin killing
the porpoise which could have been struck by a speeding boat. However, Lindy Hingley is quite
right when she says that we should respect the dolphins that frequent the waters around the British
Isles. In the Special Issue of the Friends of IDW Newsletter May 2008, on pages 23-25 author
Horace Dobbs refers to the dramatic BBC film Saved by a Dolphins which shows swimmers
being protected by dolphins from a maranding great white shark.
Horace also reports on dolphins that seek out human company and the joy that swimming with them
can bring.
Please let us have your views, comments and experiences of dolphin encounters?
mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com.

Whale Sound Used in Mammal Rescue
BBC News, 6th October 2009
The first UK attempt has been made to prompt a whale to safety by playing the
sounds of killer whales underwater.
Conservation groups used the technique in Loch
Eil, near Fort William, on Sunday after reports the
mammal had been trapped since Tuesday.
The whale, which rescuers believe is a female
northern bottlenose, was persuaded to enter Loch
Linnhe.
It was later sighted near narrows, past which the
loch expands southwards into the sea.
The mammal is believed to be a northern bottlenose whale.
Scottish SPCA Inspector Dawna Connolly co-ordinated the rescue, assisted by the St Andrews Sea
Mammal Research Unit, the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, British Divers Marine Life
Rescue and the local coastguard and sailing club. "So far the rescue has been a success as we
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persuaded her to move into Loch Linnhe and as of Monday night she was only a hundred metres
from the Corran Narrows," she said.
"If she can make it beyond the narrows, there's a good chance she'll return to the sea.
"However, there are no guarantees she won't turn around or run out of energy and beach herself."
Inspector Connolly said the whale was likely to have become lost while migrating.
She believes the use of killer whale sounds may become more frequent in future rescues.
"Dr Patrick Millar, an expert in marine mammal acoustics from the St Andrews Sea Mammal
Research Unit, played sounds of killer whales underwater through a specially adapted
microphone towed behind a boat," she said.
"Man-made noises were also used and, while these were perhaps the most effective, it was an
extremely useful experiment which may lead the way towards using similar techniques in the
future.
"For now, all we can do is hope that tides, luck and determination will help this whale to
safety."

PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
Paul Fitzsimons
Founder of Planet Blue
http://www.planetblue.biz/index.htm
I grew up in Liverpool, born in the year that the Beatles
were just making it big but the docks were beginning to
close and my city's connection with the sea was being
severed. My father was a doctor and our relative
affluence shielded me from the harshness of those times
and afforded me the opportunities so many others were
denied. A few streets away and I might never have
learned to swim, let alone to sail my dad's boat. I spent
the endless summers of childhood messing about on the
water, sailing, kayaking, snorkeling, and generally
falling in love with all things aquatic. As I began the
process of making sense of my adult life, I realised how
inevitable it was that it would involve the sea. The real
question was to what extent. For years it was as leisure
time on holidays at home and abroad, but things changed
when I read about a wild dolphin that had made its home
in a bay in Ireland. The article described how swimmers
were able to interact with Fungie the bottlenose dolphin
and gave euphoric accounts of their experiences.
Something inside me clicked, something was plugged in and switched on and before I had finished
reading the article I was already planning how soon I could go there, and wondering if my old mate
Paul, who was just as keen on swimming, would come with me. The answer was yes and on a
beautiful spring day in 1991 we arrived in Dingle.
It s my experience that when you follow your passions, your dreams if you like, that s when you
feel most alive, most joyful, happiest. And that first time in Dingle was magical.
It was around this time that the name of Dr Horace Dobbs appeared on my radar, through a BBC
Wildlife magazine article. A friend found out he was speaking in Preston so four of us drove up
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from Liverpool to meet the dolphin man . This was around 92/93 in a church hall as I recall. There
was a raffle,of course, and the church ladies were providing tea and biscuits. Eventually Horace
appeared to a warm reception from the hundred and fiftyish audience, and we sat attentatively as
he shared his story. Later, I was one of many hands he warmly shook and then all too soon we were
disappearing into the Lancashire night.
If I'm honest, I recall being quite envious of his lifestyle, travelling around the world diving and
swimming with dolphins. Perhaps that night planted the seed of desire that has grown into Planet
Blue.
I didn't meet Horace again until the Dingle conference in 2008. Once again he shook my hand
warmly. We chatted about Baja and its whales and dolphins, and this time I didn't need to feel
jealous.

Baja Trip 21st February

2nd March 2009

For Europeans venturing out of a cold, damp winter, the experience of arriving into Baja s bright
sunshine is a fantastically uplifting one. Bodies that have braced against winter gales and struggled
with frozen windscreens are suddenly assaulted by light and heat. During the transfer to the marina
you can almost feel yourself uncurling in the sun s warm embrace.
This year we had upgraded to a catamaran whose extra
space and comfort was appreciated by all in our international
roster with guests from Denmark, France, Switzerland,
England and the US.
As soon as we were all settled on board we slipped the quay
and headed north into the sparkling blue of the Bay of La
Paz, eyes eagerly scanning the way ahead. Within half an
hour we were welcomed by a school of about 30 bottlenose
dolphins giving everyone a chance to dash for their camera
and practice capturing the moment. After ten minutes the
dolphins moved on but they seemed to leave a positive energy with the group. Strangers compared
shots, laughing at the empty ones where seconds earlier a
mum and calf had been, and congratulated each other over
the good ones. The boat oozed with a feeling of well-being
and as the breeze stiffened we hoisted the sails and headed
out to the islands under canvas, at one with the wind, in
harmony with nature. Tonight we would anchor under the
stars at Holy Spirit Island and before dawn surge onwards to
the whale grounds in the north.
Watching guests take breakfast on the first day at sea is
interesting. As usual the calm conditions precluded any seasickness and whilst our shared passion
for cetaceans helped to strip away national identities, breakfast served to remind me of the diversity
in this group. The English settled down to cereal followed by boiled eggs, toast and cups of tea
while the French and Swiss lady preferred a bowl of mixed fruit and yoghurt. My American friend
drank coffee and didn t appear to eat anything but oh, the Danish. Toast spread with peanut butter
and topped with slices of fresh ginger and avocado. Is that a national dish? I enquired.
All morning we made good progress up the St Joseph Channel, itself an area that in previous years
has yielded glorious encounters with cetaceans. My mind wandered back to a day in 2003 when we
had spent an entire afternoon with families of twenty to fifty pilot whales moving slowly south.
Like some mass gathering of the clans our initial excitement had turned to true wonder as thousands
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gradually proceeded passed us. Today though, back in those same waters, nothing. Isn t nature
wonderful?
As we reached the northern end of the channel cries of dolphins went up and scattered groups of
common dolphins could be seen passing south on both sides of us. Almost anywhere else this
would be a cause for great excitement, but here in the Sea of Cortez, I pushed on knowing that now
we were close to the deep submarine canyons favoured by the great whales, and so it proved.
As we rounded one last point great columns of whale
breath greeted us and shrieks of excitement erupted
onboard. First one, then two, and finally three large
whales were identified and as the evening drew near we
clung to their every breath burning the images into the
memory banks as they surged gracefully through the
water. Fin whales was the perceived wisdom. Big ones
too.
That night the boat rocked with laughter and talk of
encounters old. Toasts were made and friendships sealed. The global network of friends of the
whales grew a little larger. Later, at the bow, I lay on the trampoline and watched cosmic grains of
sand trace streaks of light across the night. Not a bad day when your dreams come true before you
wish on a shooting star.
At first light, still on the trampoline, I was woken by the blow of a single dolphin out for an early
morning mooch. Reaching for my binoculars I scanned the horizon, the boat swinging helpfully on
its anchor, and there they were, still in the same place, working the plankton. Whale watching at
5.30 in the morning from inside a sleeping bag, marvellous. I wonder if the Danish couple are
going to have sliced ginger on toast every day for breakfast.
The day that followed was gloriously easy and easily glorious. So much planning had gone into it,
so many phone calls and e-mails but all that was in the past. Today, not three miles away were at
least five large whales. The sea was calm the sun was already hot and we had all day to enjoy it.
Yesterday we had grabbed the moment. Today we took our time and savoured it. I manoeuvred the
boat to within about six hundred metres of the main activity and cut the engine. We settled down for
a day s entertainment thrilling at the sound of the multiple whale blows that gradually surrounded
us. The kayak was launched and the Danish couple paddled off to enjoy the whales in enhanced
privacy. Not long after, a large whale surfaced about four hundred metres away, a blue. It proceeded
towards us in a series of shallow dives before raising its tail flukes and disappearing into the depths
fifteen metres off the stern. It was a moment of pure Mexican magic, a flagship encounter with a
blue whale. Our patience and delicate presence richly rewarded.
After lunch I took a turn in the kayak with my
old friend Paul. We headed off in the direction of
some pelicans and gulls that were chasing shoals
of fish. As we neared, the sea parted and the blue
whale from earlier surfaced about a hundred
metres away. We both cried out in shocked
delight and though we tried to paddle closer the
whale kept us at a respectable distance before
gracing us with a full tail up terminal dive. As its
footprint spread out across the still water we sat
in awe, whispered wows as much as our
overloaded minds could manage.
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We stayed there until late afternoon watching the whales from our floating hotel before returning to
the previous night s anchorage to digest the day s events and go beachcombing before dark. One of
life s few perfect days.
In the morning, the whales were gone and we motored slowly on through a glassy calm. As I sipped
on my early morning tea, the thrill of yesterday still washing over me, a two-metre shark suddenly
breached next to the boat, a remora stuck to its tail. There, splash, gone! The two of us that saw it
stared at each other open mouthed for a moment and then burst out laughing.
What s so funny? came the cry from the galley.
Well a shark just jumped out the water next to the boat with a big remora stuck on its tail , I
replied.
Yeah, as if. Do you want a boiled egg for breakfast?
Ooh, can I have two? I asked hopefully.
No , came the immediate response. Oh well, so much for being captain.
As the sun climbed higher its heat refracted the light on
the horizon, playing tricks on the eye as distant islands
took on impossible shapes resembling huge inverted
pyramids. Aztec or Mayan we joked. A sense of peace
pervaded the boat though not the captain. A faulty fuel
gauge was causing concern and the decision was taken to
make for Hidden Port to refuel. Well named, this partly
developed resort nestles under the Sierra Gigante
Mountains whose foothills encircle the bay on three sides.
Watching the sunrise set its banded cliffs ablaze is yet
another of Baja s many delights. The distance was about
forty miles and as we chugged along the Sea of Cortez gave ample evidence to support its claim to
be one of the best whale watching areas in the world.
Time and again whale blows could be seen both near and far. We sidled up to some fin whales for a
while but the desire to reach the fuel dock before closing time meant we soon moved on. The show,
however, moved with us. To port, the quick flash of a minke whale (?), then, much further away, a
huge blow, surely a blue. Later, to starboard, multiple blows halfway to the horizon and even off the
bow, large and medium sized spouts two to four miles ahead. A season s worth of whale watching
all in one day. The truly remarkable Sea of Cortez. Next year we ll have to try to spend longer here,
three months would be nice. As we got closer to Hidden Port and people it became even easier to
spot the whales because local operators have realised the potential and their boats now shadow
them, at a reasonable distance, so far as I could see.
That evening, with fuel tanks full, we dropped anchor in
Honeymoon Cove and as the light faded we settled down to
watch an extended family of bottlenose dolphins as they
moved slowly through the bay, their breaths loud in such a
sheltered place. The final instalment of another thrilling day.
Up early, we crept around Danzante Island and motored
gently into the new day, the burnt orange and fiery reds of
the dawn extinguishing conversation and holding each of us
in trance like adulation. I find the ever-changing hues of light
and cloud and colour endlessly attractive to the eye, and one of the great pleasures of being on a
boat is the uncorrupted view of the horizon. Each sunrise or sunset laid bare, each shift in nature s
moods broadcast across the senses in full, as it was this beautiful morning.
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The plan today was to head northeast along Carmen Island whale watching if possible and then
spend some time ashore visiting the salt pans. Within a couple of hours a breeze had developed and
with the sails up and engine off we cruised along, the now familiar breakfast routines well under
way. As if on cue, the first spouts of whale breath were spotted as the last of the dishes were being
stowed and we spent a delightful hour and a half sailing along with a group of whales four hundred
metres off the starboard bow. Identification was difficult. They were baleen whales similar to fin in
length but with just a few noticeable differences in their surface movement and the shape around the
dorsal fin. Sei or bryde s was the consensus. Either way, they were a pleasure to behold.
Eventually, we gybed away from them and headed in to Salinas Bay spotting the blow from two
humpbacks as we approached. Much easier to identify. They were quite small and close in towards
the cliffs and reefs. The wind, funnelled by the island, was noticeable and the decision was made to
leave them and head ashore to explore in the hope that it would die down by the afternoon.
Carmen Island has about forty miles of stunning beaches, reefs and rocky coves, and, except for one
mostly deserted settlement, no one lives there. In the past, salt was extracted here but now the few
remaining machines lie rusting in the heat and cacti grow where workers once sat. We spent the rest
of the morning exploring the salt pans, lazing on the beach and visiting the small church that unseen
hands still care for. Its white washed charm is striking and across the threshold of its simple wooden
doors a sense of peace and calm prevails, the ideal setting
for a quiet prayer of thanks.
Back out in the glare of a Mexican afternoon, we ventured
forth once more and before long had relocated the two
juvenile humpbacks from earlier. As the day drew to a close
we watched them feeding in the darkening water,
applauding and clapping each rising of their somewhat
floppy tails.
As the sunset, I turned the boat, the end of a long day, and
now, sadly, the beginning of our journey south, and a slow return to normality .
On the way, of course, there were treats I had saved for the guests. On St Joseph Island we kayaked
and rowed through the mangrove stands watching the fish dart among the roots and admiring the
reddish egrets, the night herons and even the green tailed towhees that can be spied here. For those
who preferred it, the cactus forest that spreads into the island offered the chance to admire some of
the one hundred species that grow in Baja, including the largest of all, the cardon cactus, whose
older specimens reach twenty metres in height and have lived for two hundred years. At Los Islotes,
the California sea lion colony offers the chance to test your nerve in the water as these boisterous
pinnipeds career towards you at breakneck speed before twisting away in apparently impossible
manoeuvres.
All of this and some wonderful meals with conversations ranging from humpback whale research to
why women need so many pairs of shoes. As we neared the marina on our final morning, the mood
onboard became more introspective as the prospect of re engaging with everyday reality loomed.
And then, as if offering some magnificent farewell the sea seemed to explode with activity.
Dolphins and sea lions were spotted approaching us and as eyes focused on the water, the cry of
Whales erupted on three sides. On the bow, about fifty metres in front what looked like a grey
whale surfaced while off the port quarter blows were visible at about five hundred metres. It was on
the starboard side, however, that huge splashes could be seen from whales breaching about three
miles distant. We had already slightly over run our return time and so with reluctance I had to press
on in the opposite direction to the breaches that were spotted twice more. An hour later we were
tied up on the pontoon and our magical week at sea was over.
The following morning the minibus arrived to take us across the Baja desert to visit one of the grey
whale lagoons on the Pacific coast. This year there were very few whales in our lagoon but a
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mother and her calf still came up to the panga to be stroked . Its remarkable behaviour and never
fails to amaze me given the murderous courtesy shown in the past.
The end of a trip is a time of reflection for me, about the practical details and how they might be
improved as well as the chance to have a well-earned rest. It s also a time to reflect once more upon
the dream that is Planet Blue http://www.planetblue.biz/index.htm, to savour another unique
gathering in a unique place and to look forward to the next instalment in my life s adventure
Dias Felices
Paul Fitzsimons

Mailto:paulfitz@planetblue.biz

BOOK REVIEW
Rekindling The Waters
The Truth About Swimming with Dolphins
A new book by Leah Lemieux
Review by Kris Simpson
Swimming with dolphins comes very high on many
people's 'to do 'list. For some it is a cherished life-long
ambition, for others, a mere holiday interlude. Some are
lucky enough to meet wild dolphins that willingly swim
and play with their human visitors. But most commercial
dolphinswim experiences around the world are with
captive dolphins.
Swept up in the thrill of making a dream come true, the
hard questions go unasked. Does this dolphin want to
swim with me? How did it get here? What has it lost in
becoming a tourist's plaything?
Leah Lemieux gives us the story behind the fun, telling
the true story of a family of dolphins held captive in
Cuba. She shares her deep joy at being able to enter the
dolphin's world and her growing horror at the lives they
are forced to lead. The book is a potent plea for a change
in attitude and an acceptance of responsibility, but most
of all, it is the dolphins' story.
For more information please go to:
www.RekindlingTheWaters.coM
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
THIS IS YOUR NEWSLETTER - PLEASE KEEP YOUR STORIES COMING

WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL NETWORK OF
DOLPHIN LOVERS THAT CARE ABOUT
OTHERS AND THE EARTH WE SHARE.
Email your news and comments on articles in our newsletters to me at
mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com.
The Friends of IDW Newsletter is FREE but if you would like to support the work of IDW to
help dolphins and people, you can still make a donation or adopt a dolphin through the Dolphin
Shop http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html.
Friends of IDW can advertise on http://www.dolphinfriend.com. Email our Webmaster Terry
Connell on mailto:terry.connell1@btinternet.com
International Dolphin Watch has always striven to encourage youngsters to take part in dolphin
activities. I hope therefore, that you will enrol as many children as you can to become DOLPHIN
FRIENDS and encourage them to contribute to future Newsletters.

Jackie Connell
EDITOR
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